ICC CONFERENCE
ICC EXECUTIVE COUNCIL GENERAL ASSEMBLY
20th – 22nd April 2018, Warsaw

Friday, 20th of April 2018

17.00 – 20.00 Registration of participants in Polonia Palace Hotel (lobby)
20.00 – Welcome party (Restaurant Strauss) Polonia Palace Hotel

Saturday, 21st of April - Ludwikowska Ballroom, Polonia Palace Hotel

8.30-9.00 Registration of participants
9.00 Opening session

10.00 – 10.30 Coffee break

10.30 – 12.00 Presentations of selected ICCs
    Moderator Ovidiu COS, 1st Vice Chair of Executive Council, Chair Elect
    Closing remarks: Andrzej LUDEK, Chair of the ICC EC

12.00 – 13.30 Lunch

13.30 – 14.30 ICC Internal Guidelines

    Andrzej LUDEK, Chair of the ICC EC
    – Strengthening ICC’s program and making it effective

    Paul JANKOWITSCH, ICC EC Secretary General, ICC National Coordinator, Austria
    – Report on implementation of ICC Internal Guidelines

DISCUSSION PANEL

14.30 – 16.30 Workshops
**Toronto and Hamburg Conventions** (room Toronto)
Session Moderator: Andrzej LUDEK

**Public Relations** (room Wilno & Lwów)
Session Moderator: Ovidiu COS

**Organization and Development** (Ludwikowska Ballroom)
Session Moderator: Paul JANKOWITSCH

16.30 – 17.00  **Coffee break**

17.00 - 17.45  **Plenary session**
Presentation of results from workshops. Discussion. Recommendations for Executive Council.
Closing remarks

20.00 – 23.55  **Gala Dinner (Ludwikowska Ballroom)**
**Official part: Charter Ceremony of ICC Poland-Tunisia**

“With Rotary around the world”, concert, dancing

**Sunday, 22nd of April - Toronto room, Polonia Palace Hotel**

09.30 – 12.00  **General Assembly of the ICC Executive Council (for members of EC only)**